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#1 Date shortcuts



# 2 Allow posting of deferred revenue & expenses



# 2 Override allowed deferral posting on specific users



# 2 What is “Deferred revenue & expenses”?



# 2 What is “Deferred revenue & expenses”?



#3 Peeks 



#3 More Peeks



# 4 Determining how Credit Memos are posted



# 4 Why determine how Credit Memos are posted?

Debit Credit

“Mark Cr. Memo as Correction” 
enabled

Customer account

Debit Credit

“Mark Cr. Memo as Correction” 
disabled

1,000

1,000

Invoice

Cr. Memo

Customer account

1,000Invoice

-1,000Cr. Memo

Some countries have this 
regulatory requirement



#5 Allow Posting From/To Dates X 2???



#5 Default GL Accounts by Vendor
1

2

3



#6 Ensuring people do not change payment methods



#6 Security – ensure no one channels funds to incorrect  places



#7 Cronus data?

Setup for purchase accounts is wrong 
----

Do not use production data unless 
you fix General Posting Setup



#8 Use Background Posting to boost productivity



#8 Printed documents turn up in Report Inbox (Post & Print)



#9 Receipt Entries?

Posting a PO Receipt:
    Debits Interim Inventory
    Credits Accrued Acct Pay

Note: requires defining these fields in 
Inventory Posting Setup and General 
Posting Setup

Also, posts an accrual for inventory costs 
on sales shipments.



#10 Warn about negative inventory



#10 Warn about negative inventory



#10 Override on the items



#11 Use Job Queue when?

Job queue is a feature to execute programs on a schedule.

Use them for such things as Adjust Cost – Item Entries to run nightly.

When you choose a report and the option to Schedule a one-time job queue is created



#12 Create a sales receipt document when posting credit memos



#12 Why would I want a sales receipt document?



#13 No Service Mgt or Manufacturing?

This is licensed based

Essential license does not have Service or Manufacturing

Premium license is required



#14 Managing expired sales quotes



#14 Quote Valid To Date automatically calculated and 
        Delete expired quotes (consider job queue)



#15 Mycustomer, myvendors, myitems?

You manage the list, adding and 
deleting as desired.

Use the shortcut %myxxxxxx for quick 
filtering.



#16 Defaulting the line type to most used
(Should this be a user preference?)



#16 Example of defaulting type to G/L Account 



#17 Same filters over and over?

Out of the Box

User Created

1. After filtering
2. Choose the Save icon
3. Give your filter a name
4. Select from either of the above 

PS - %myxxxxxx works here also



#18 Don’t allow posting without Location code

If you have locations, you probably want to use them, for consistency



#19 Stop Pesky Popups

Teaching Tips – 
 My Settings
  Toggle Off



#20 Set up a Currency Exchange Rate Service in 2 minutes



#20 Create new, name it: Fill in Service URL and add the details of   
        the Field Mapping: Enable the service



#21 Use a Company Badge?

Super helpful

Stays on every screen, so you 
always know which company and 
database you are working in.

Easy to setup.

Yes, use it!!!



#22 Use Item Templates to number new items



#22 Set number series per template

When creating items, each template uses different numbering



#23 More Screen Real Estate?

Hide/Show Fact Boxes



#24 Sales forecasting per location
No need for Premium license, even though setting is on Manufacturing 
Setup



#25 More Screen Real Estate?

Fast Tabs
Collapse / Expand



#25 More Screen Real Estate?

Personalize



#26 Copy the newly set up company (for testing or prod)



#27 Default Item Quantity

First line defaults no quantity
Turn on Default Item Quantity, second line defaults quantity to 1



#28 Admin: Add languages so every user can feel at home

User selects language in My Settings



#28 All languages available, regardless which country you’re in
German user in US? No problem



#29 Auto Populate Qty to Receive/Ship?



#30 Admin can set Teaching tip visibility per user



#30 Admin can set Teaching tip visibility per user



General Business Central resources
Learn more!



Questions and Answers



THANK YOU!
Need Help: 

schinsky@accelerynt.com
kim@dallefeld.com

mailto:schinsky@accelerynt.com
mailto:kim@dallefeld.com
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